HOW TO SURVIVE IN THE WEST

“The spark has been lit here in Iraq, and its heat will continue to intensify – by Allah’s permission – until it burns the crusader armies in Dabiq”

- Abu Mus'ab al-Zarqawi

A MUJAHID GUIDE
(2015)
Indeed, Allah has purchased from the believers their lives and their properties [in exchange] for that they will have Paradise. They fight in the cause of Allah (God), so they kill and are killed. [It is] a true promise [binding] upon Him in the Torah and the Gospel and the Qur'an. And who is truer to his covenant than Allah?

So rejoice in your transaction which you have contracted. And it is that which is the great success.

(Quran 9: 111)
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Foreword:

A real war is heating up in the heart of Europe. Many Muslims are putting a lot of effort into showing the world that we are peaceful citizens, we're spending thousands of Euros to do Da'wah (invitation to Islam) campaigns to show how good we are in society, but we're miserably failing. The leaders of disbelief repeatedly lie in the media and say that we Muslims are all terrorists, while we denied it and wanted to be peaceful citizens. But they have cornered us and forced us into becoming radicalised, and that will be the cause of their defeat and be the cause for the conquest of Rome.

The people who own the media have had Europe and the Western world as their stronghold for over 1000 years, they do not want Islam to rise in their stronghold. They want to keep their authority, their adultery, wine and money and do not want to lose it. So they are doing a multibillion dollar media campaign to stop the Islamic State in the Middle East, and a multibillion dollar media campaign to stop the rise of real Islam in the West. All the major alcohol, gambling and haram companies are funding this project because if Islam rises in the West, they will lose everything. It is a matter of life or death for both, only one will survive. Allah (God)'s last Messenger Muhammad (peace be on him) promised us we will win and finally take over Europe's capital – Rome, but only after we have taken Persia (Iran). [Saheeh Muslim 54/50]

As Muslims, we need to be prepared for what is coming our way. Media propaganda is the first step to justify what will happen later. So if Muslims are portrayed as evil terrorists, then the mass killing which happens to us afterwards will not be a big deal, infact it will be a sigh of relief for the fooled masses of people.

So what are Muslims supposed to do? Are we supposed to petition to a deaf 'free press' because our Prophet is being insulted day and night? Are we supposed to sit back until the police raids our homes for having the Quran and surah al-Tawbah on our shelves?

We as free Muslims cannot sit back and get locked up for something which is not a crime in the sight of Allah. In the Ummah (Nation) of Prophet Muhammad (saw), we have been taught to physically fight to defend ourselves and our religion, no matter where we are in the world. If you disagree with Armed defence, and you are a pacifist, then remember that you will be imprisoned for your religion now or in the future, then ask yourself if you will be able to maintain your Iman (Faith) there. Those who go on the offensive earlier on will learn how to react in different situations, and will more likely receive martyrdom (shahadah) instead of long-term imprisonment.

This book is a guide for the Muslims who are living in a majority non-Muslim land, or a country where the rulers are harsh towards the believers. It will explain to you the different scenarios you may get into and how to react. It will teach you how to be a secret Agent who lives a double life, something Muslims will have to do to survive in the coming years.
The author of this book has been studying the global Jihad for 10+ years, so he has knowledge of the different types of Jihad groups in the world and how they achieved their losses and successes. I hope you benefit from this book. And there is no power or refuge except from Allah, so ask Him for it, because you’ll need it!
Introduction:

A secret agent always lives a double life, he has a Public life and he has a Secret life. His public life is to act normal, do his daily chores, and portray himself as a normal citizen in society. His Secret Agent life is totally different, in this life he will look different, and act different because he has to complete missions secretly without exposing his true self to anyone.

A Spy person recruited by Western intelligence agencies will not be extremely beautiful, nor extremely ugly, he is chosen because he looks normal. If you saw him, you wouldn’t even notice anything about him which stands out. The goal of a Secret agent is to get as much information from people or places, without them knowing he was ever there. The agent will learn different skills to get the maximum amount of information, and he will also use modern technology to help him in this goal.

Israel has secret agents throughout the world called Katsa, they spy, but also attack undercover. They have different roles. Some of their jobs might involve to infiltrate into enemy territory, and stay there to spy on communities by living near them and updating the Mossad intelligence about how the people there act. I.e. do those people want war? If yes, which people exactly, where are the neighborhood storing their weapons etc. The Katsa may even go to a country under the disguise of being professional Engineers, and get involved in building projects. So when a bridge is being built in the Muslim world, they may install b0mbs within it secretly so that Israel can destroy it years later in the future if they need to. They may even pretend to be businessmen. Whatever role they are required to play, they will gain as much knowledge about it before acting like a real professional in that field.

Being an undercover agent requires knowledge and skills. In this book, you will be taught these skills. You will be taught; how to live a double-life, how to keep your Secret life private, how to survive in a threatening land, how you can Arm and strengthen the Muslims when the time for Jihad comes to your country, and neighborhood.

In simple terms, from this guide book - you will learn how to become a Sleeper-cell which activates at the right time when the Ummah needs you.

“And rely fully on Allah, if you truly are believers!” (Quran 5:23)
Chapter 1: Hiding the Extremist identity:

The biggest priority for you as a Muslim living in a majority non-Muslim country is to hide your Muslim identity in a way that you don’t suddenly seem ‘different’ and ‘radicalised’.

If you are a convert to Islam, you should try to hide your Islam as much as possible. You should of course pray the Jummah (Friday) prayer in congregation (Jamaa’ah), however you should then quickly leave without talking to people. Although you’re trying to hide your Islam - you should still put the effort in avoiding the haraam (forbidden) things. By not showing you’re Muslim, you’ve already excluded yourself from being in the ‘Terrorist watchlist’.

If you are a born Muslim: then don’t make it too obvious you have become a practicing Muslim. For example: if you haven’t grown a beard, don’t grow it now because you will bring unwanted attention onto yourself. Mujahideen in Muslim lands remove their beards for deceptive purposes. They may simply grow a basic small goatee beard to fulfill the obligation, while other people think they’re growing it as a stylish beard. Remember some scholars say the beard (Arabic: Lihya) is the hair on the jaw lines and chin. Those scholars therefore do not consider the hair on the cheeks and neck to be the beard and therefore these can be removed. And Allah knows best.

Practising Muslims: if you are a practising Muslim, and you have a beard already, then don’t remove it if it will bring unwanted attention to yourself. I.e. your family, friends and colleagues will get more suspicious why you removed it, forcing them to spy on you more.

The main thing for everyone of you is to bring the least amount of attention onto yourself. To make yourself look normal.

To sisters: if you wear Hijab and go to a place where Muslims are searched (ie. Airports), then do not wear a black Hijab, but a colored one instead. Muslim women who wear black Hijabs are searched more in airports than those wearing other colored Hijabs. This is merely due to stereotype of fully black clothed Muslim women being stricter in their religion.
Disguise:

As a Secret Agent, you will have to do many things and meet many people. You do not want anyone to know your true identity, so you have to disguise yourself in different ways so your real self is not exposed. Below are some ideas:

Dress like them:

Ibn Taymiyyah said in Iqtida al-Siraat al-Mustaqeem p282:

‘The same holds true even for today. Were a Muslim to find himself in the Land of War (dar al-harb), or the Land of Unbelief (dar al-kufr) without there being actual war, he is no longer under the injunction to differ from them in their external modes of life, lest it should prove harmful. In fact, it might be recommended – incumbent, even – for a man to at times participate in their external modes of conduct if, in doing so, it will be in the interest of the faith: either to invite them to the religion, to learn about their internal matters so as to apprise the Muslims of them, to ward-off any harm they may be considering against Muslims, or other such goals … So conforming with, or differing from, them varies according to time and place.

Change your first name or pick an Alias: When a Muslim goes out in public, he wants to fit into society to make himself look as normal as possible. Remember this isn’t because he fears his Islamic identity, but he is doing this so he is not suspected of being an outsider enemy. This brings on less suspicion towards you.

Many people who need to get their jobs done without problems choose an Alias for themselves. An Alias is a different name (i.e. Al instead of Ali, or a neutral name like Adam.) This brings many benefits in that you are:

i - Keeping your real identity a secret, saving yourself from potential danger incase people find out about you. (Choosing a false name is really important in the dark underworld as will be seen in a later chapter.) When Mujahideen join the Jihad, they are not allowed to tell their real name to anyone incase their friends are captured and interrogated and reveal the real name of the brothers to the tyrants.

ii - Making yourself look more friendly and open minded to the Western public. For example: Muslims who call themselves by a Western nickname gain more acceptances by their non Muslim colleagues. This can be an advantage because it reduces their suspicion of you as they consider you more open minded and less ‘extreme’ (religious.)
- **An Alias gives you more opportunities**, (i.e. people with Islamic names get less jobs than those with Islamic names.) This Alias might be important if you need an important position in a specific job. I.e. Mujahideen send people to work in power plants or enemy governmental positions to spy on and leak reports to the Islamic State leadership (as double agents.)

**Changing your look:** Depending on which people you meet, you will have to change your look. Some European members of the GIA (Groupe Islamique Army) wore different colored contact lenses in the 90s to change their look infront of fellow members. (He only removed them when he went back to his real home). I.e. if you wear green contact lenses and you are from a race where people don’t usually have green eyes, this will stick out and people will have described you wrongly to the police. This can be a good thing.

**Changing voice:** when you are talking to a specific group of people anonymously, you might change your voice using a Voice changer hardware or software.

It is important to change your phone and have a different cell phone chip (sim card), and to go to a different location from your real home before switching the phone on if you want to remain truly anonymous. This is because when you use your cell phone, the signal is sent to where you are standing. If you are standing in your home – then it will become clear who you are.

You might put a cloth over the mic of the phone to make you sound different, or you might simply speak more deeply or slowly, or with a different accent. The main priority in changing your phone and voice is for privacy or to confuse voice recognition softwares when contacting different types of people.

**Changing your identity** is important because you will come across different people in this struggle; you want to hide your true identity from people who don’t know you so no-one in your Secret Agent life can ever describe you accurately if they ever got caught.

**Identity change** is so important that everything about you – your: (Alias name, Physical look, Voice, Meeting places, and even phone number.) are different to your real ones. This makes it extremely difficult for intelligence agencies to know who you really are if you always take security precautions before every meeting. If you can find people who can fake ID cards, that would be even better (and this may be possible if you can have contact with people in the dark underworld).

If you ever did meet with anyone, and you suspected them of being a spy or double agent, you would sit in a car earlier than the meeting time and look from a distance before meeting to see if anyone was in a car with them or if someone is following behind them or not.
Chapter 2: Breaking Allegiance:

Some Scholars living in different lands say that Muslims are living under a security pact with non-Muslims, and therefore are obligated to remain in a state of Peace with their rulers.

However, scholars who support Al-Qa’idah and the Islamic State disagree and say that the covenants Muslims keep with the Non Muslim governments are invalid because Islam does not recognize the concept of countries and man-made borders. These passports and oaths and treaties are not based on an Islamic foundation in the first place, and therefore they are null and void (worthless).

Muslims who have done terror attacks in the past 10 years in Europe have made videos of themselves announcing the breaking of their allegiance to their country. These videos would be found by the police after raiding their houses, but it would be too late, because the Mujahid would already be martyred by then.

What we also see is that it is the disbelievers who are waging war against the Muslims in the West and far East, they are the aggressors, and they are victimizing the Muslim masses and accusing us all of being terrorists or suspected terrorists.

Allah says (meaning):

And if they break their oaths after their covenant and (openly) revile your religion, then fight the leaders of unbelief-- surely their oaths are nothing-- so that they may desist.

Will you not fight a people who have violated their oaths and intended to expel [hurt] the Messenger, while they did attack you first [bada’*]? Do you fear them? Allah has more right that you should fear Him, if you are believers.

Fight against them so that Allah will punish them by your hands and disgrace them and give you victory over them and heal the breasts of a believing people. And remove the anger of their (believers’) hearts. Allah accepts the repentance of whom He wills. Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise.

(Quran Surah al-Tawba 9: 12-15 )

Allah is asking us; why don't you fight a people who broke their covenant of peace (with the Muslims) first, then reviled our religion (by promoting insulting pictures of Prophet Muhammad) and started (Arabic: bada’*) the attack against you first?
[* bada' = to commence, begin, originate something.] The disbelievers in the West started/commenced the attacks against the masses of Muslims first, accusing us all of being terrorists. Will you not fight such people?

Even if you don't believe this explanation, they will commence it against you and your religion first in your mosques and neighborhoods. It is your duty to know how to survive their attack and counter it.
Chapter 3: Earning Money:

Before any real Jihad can be fought, Muslims require money.

There are many ways Muslims can earn money. To any non Muslim reading this, you may be shocked because Muslims are really the most careful about not earning haraam (forbidden) money. However, in cases of necessity and for survival, Muslims are permitted to get money from ways which are not normally allowed.

In Islam, there are no countries or divisions amongst mankind. All people in the world fit into one of 3 types of categories:

1 - Muslims.
2 - Non Muslims who you have a legitimate covenant of peace with.
3 - Non Muslims

In Islam, the blood (life), wealth, and honor of a Muslim is sacred. It cannot be harmed in any way (except by the Islamic ruler who may punish them if they commit a crime in an Islamic Hudood law.)

The Non Muslim who has a legitimate covenant with Muslims, his blood, wealth and honor cannot be harmed either. (We have already discussed in Chapter 2 how the Covenant of an aggressor enemy government becomes invalid simply by them criminalizing Muslims.)

The Non Muslims - those who do not have a covenant with the Muslims, their blood, wealth and honor is NOT protected.

The Messenger of Allah (God), Muhammad (saws) said (meaning):

I have been commanded to fight the people until they say: Laa ilaaha ilAllah (there is no god but Allah), then whoever said Laa ilaaha ilAllah - his wealth and self is protected, except where it is justified by law, and their affairs rest with Allah. [Sahih Muslim 1/33]

Based on this hadith, leaders of Al-Qa’idah and the Islamic State have said that Muslims are allowed to kill non Muslims in retaliation to what the disbelievers are doing to Muslims in Muslim lands with their; armies, drones and fighter jets. The blood of these disbelievers is not protected.

If the non Muslims blood is permitted by such scholars, then no doubt even their wealth is.
The huge corporations and banks which are stealing from the masses of Muslims and Non Muslims do not have any protection. They are the stealers of Oil from Muslim lands, of gold, fruit, silver, uranium, diamonds, gas, and any precious resource you can think of.

So do not feel guilty if you take back a small amount of what they have stolen from us.

**Easy money Ideas:**

If you are an expert in **credit card fraud, paypal/ebay scams, Phishing, hacking**, or you know the secrets of a big company, then take advantage of your skills. If you can claim extra benefits from a government, then do so. If you can avoid paying taxes, then do so.

There is a report that a Muslim Accountant ‘took’ $50million dollars from his boss and fled to the Islamic State. Other Muslims ‘borrowed’ a loan as maximum as they could and used it to emigrate to the Islamic State. Another Muslim hacked some Israeli credit cards and used the money to go to the Islamic State.

Some early members of Al-Qa’idah in Europe in the 90s would take peoples credit cards from their purses. You simply need the credit/debit card for a few seconds to take a picture of both sides, and you can then use those details to buy whatever you want by phone (and reading out its number and details). The secret is to not take away the purse, but only the card from within it because the person will only find out some hours later they have lost their card.

A basic trick many people use on eBay is to sell someone an item like a phone, get paid and then send them a cookies (biscuit) packet through a recorded parcel delivery with a tracking number to prove it was delivered in the post. They then claim they have sent the Phone. This is easy money. This trick is further enhanced by the person quickly opening and then straightaway ending a ‘Dispute claim’ on paypal before the other person can complain, leaving the person unable to complain to Paypal (because more than 1 Dispute cannot be opened per item.)

**Phishing scams:** A person can send a fake email (of any email address) to people, pretending to be a professional company using the site [Emkei.cz](http://Emkei.cz). You can fake any email address and even pretend to be a government with this online tool (make sure to use TOR browser though). People will get the email and will reply back if you have writ the email professionally. Scammers use these types of services to get money off people through Phishing.

Attacks should be focused and prioritized on those who insult Islam and the Muslims most of all. They are the real enemies.

You are earning money to support Allah’s religion, to defend the Muslims, so do not feel bad about this greater good. Do not feel guilty because the Mujahideen have done this before you to support the Ummah. You have more options because the population who will soon rise
against the believers will get poorer while you will get richer and be able to fund the Muslim cause. All this is *Ghaneemah* [literally: it means Ghanam (Sheep) = easy catchable money.]

It's important to note that during this time period, if you ever got caught. Do NOT make it clear you were stealing to support an Islamic group. This will ensure you get a shorter jail term. The priority right now is merely to raise money for the future Jihad.

Once money is collected, it is better to buy Jewellery like gold or silver with it because it is easier to carry, and precious metal preserves its cost value even after a few years. You cannot be accused of money laundering and Jewellery is a legitimate item people store in their homes for a long time.
Chapter 4: Internet Privacy:

If you use the internet, your biggest goal will be to preserve your Privacy. You do not want any Intelligence Agency to even assume you could be a Terrorist.

There are 2 Types of Privacy you're aiming for:

1 – A Clean Home IP Address: When you browse the internet, you want your internet activity to look as normal as possible. You do not type anything Jihadi, and possibly not even Islamic on your searches, and especially not in your computer.

Your normal internet activity might consist of you checking your Emails, playing some Games, searching for Recipes etc. All this will ensure you are 'clean'. Nothing guilty can be traced to your IP Address (Internet connection address).

2 - Jihad searches on TOR:
The safest way to get a basic overview on Jihad is to watch the News channels (such as Al-Jazeerah). They do not tell the clear picture, but atleast you get an overview of what is going on. This is safe because these channels are broadcasted on Satellite for free, and no-one can do a search on your history. Once you shut the TV off, nobody can know and you are safe.

If however, you want to maintain a connection with the Online Jihad. Your first priority is NEVER to use your normal browser for such searches. Instead, go on Tor.com and simply download the Tor browser. (It is best if you can download the setup file from outside and put it on a USB stick and install it when you get home). Once you install the browser, the best places to find the most info. about the Jihad with the least amount of searches required is the Social media (especially: Twitter.com/search )

Do not engross yourself with too much info or constant browsing. Otherwise you will always have it on your mind and talk about Jihadi events infront of your family and friends. They can then be a weapon of the West against you in the future. Also try not to make an account on social media and try to browse as Anonymously as you can.

The TOR browser is exactly like the normal web browser you use now to search the web. The only difference is; each time you open the browser, a different IP is shown to the website owners (ie Twitter), so if the Police or Intelligence Agencies asked them which IP address visited their site, the website owners would give a different proxy IP address to them (which you browsed from through Tor) and not your real one.

This is why it's important to keep your real IP address clean from any Jihad searches.

Even though you use TOR, never give your real name or real email, rather make fake accounts instead - otherwise you will have exposed your ownself.
Communications:

This is a basic example of two Intelligence officers communicating with each other on the Phone:

*Hi, so have you got what we need?*
*Yes, I have. We will meet the same time as before, where we met last time.*

You will notice they did not leave any trace of where and when they were going to meet, or what they were going to bring with them. Yet they were able to establish a connection and a meeting place to establish another meeting. When you speak on the phone or communicate using electronic devices, don’t say any of the sensitive words which could trigger recording devices for spy agencies, discuss the sensitive words in real life meetings so they don’t have to be mentioned on the phone. You can even change the word, for example if you are buying weapons, you might replace the word ‘weapons’ with ‘car’. Are you still selling the (car) = Are you still selling the (weapon)? Also use means of communications which will be hard to track, for example playing a 2 player flash game online with your ally and using its chat feature.

Sometimes vague graphical descriptions of an object can be used to describe the object without mentioning the name of it. This is simply because mentioning the name of it will trigger your phone to get spies to listen in on it. For example: if you mention the name Osama on a phone, your phone conversation will suddenly get extra triggered by spy agencies. Whereas if you spoke casually and described him instead, your phone would still be recorded (everyones phone conversations are), but it probably would be ignored unless there was already some suspicion/case against you.

**Lemon Ink Letters:** If you want to write a hand written letter privately, then write it using lemon juice. The end result will be invisible and the page will look blank. The person who receives the letter can put a flame under the paper (without burning it) and see the written message. Remember to use code words in letters incase your letters are captured.

**Talking through Clothes:** At times, you have a meeting with somebody but you know you will find it hard to communicate properly because you will be in a busy area. As a solution to this, Intelligence agents have often spoken through their clothes. For example: Next time when we meet, if you wear a hat, your reply to my question is a “Yes”, if you do not wear a hat – then it’s a No. So just by looking at your agent from far, you have got an answer without having to speak a word.
Making allies – the secret white convert

There are thousands of white converts to Islam in Europe who want Muslim friends, but they find it difficult to show their family and friends they have converted. So they sit inbetween, being neither here nor there. They are confused and desperate because they feel their white skin color is a disadvantage and brings too much obstacles in their lives, whereas in reality it is a major advantage. If you can befriend them and teach them the religion, they will be extremely happy they have a stronger purpose for Allah in Europe than their Ethnic minority Muslims living in Europe. The White convert Muslim will realize his destiny of being European is greater. He can use it to do undercover Jihad. He could spy on Non Muslim leaders who are a threat to Muslims, pretending to be a strong supporter whereas his loyalty is to Islam and the Muslims. He could be a bodyguard of leaders, and then assassinate them, or tell of their locations, and timetables.

So befriend good decent white people who are dissatisfied with their governments, be close to them and offer them support and guidance in life. Talk to them about their family life, and you too can tell about your family life. Remember that a Special Agent tries to make a cover-story which resembles his real life most, he just hides the sensitive details. This closeness to the reality technique is done so he can't be exposed for contradicting himself in the future, since his cover story is almost the entire truth. A Muslim not telling the full truth (even to other Muslims) is not a lie, and this is allowed for the believer in a state of war.

If these people open up to you, you can decide if you want to tell them about Islam. You will tell them enough information to satisfy what service you require off them, but not more than that. I.e. A political public speaker has newly converted to Islam, you will tell him what points he can address in his speeches, but you will not be teaching him the other sensitive areas of your Agent life.
Mujahideen go through a range of Training to build up their stamina, strength and to gain new skills.

Going to the gym and running in the Park is considered normal in the West. However, wearing army clothes, a backpack and weights does look abnormal. You have to Train like a normal person. You cannot look different. So men may wear a T-shirt and 3/4 (three quarter) jogging trousers whereas sisters may go to the Gym Female only sessions or run on a Treadmill at home to build up stamina.

**Note:** Mujahideen run for a few hours, daily, on mountains before having their breakfast.

The coming war for the conquest of Rome will mainly consist of Urban warfare within the cities and streets of Europe. So ask yourself, which type of Training will you need?

In Urban warfare, people need to run outside and inside of buildings. So **running up and down the stairs is a really good exercise.**

Learning how to climb walls, and get off walls is also important. (search: Wikihow.com on the perfect ways to jump).
Because everything is institutionalized in the West, it is much better to look normal and join a Club (like a Wall Climbing club) instead of repeatedly practicing to jump off your houses back wall. By looking normal like others and learning to do things through the normal way, it brings less suspicion on you because you're "simply doing what everyone else is doing." If you keep jumping off your back wall, your neighbor might think you're doing something suspicious and report you to the police, so small things like this are better avoided to bring the least amount of attention to yourself as possible.

**Self-Defense Techniques:** If you want to know how to fight and defend yourself, the best fighting style to learn is **Krav Maga**. A simple search on Youtube teaches you tutorials on how to fight using this style. This Israeli fighting style is really good because it not only teaches how to defend and counter attack quickly, but also teaches you how to disarm an enemy who might have a knife or gun.

While learning these Martial Arts is good, its also important to know how to use Knives and sticks in combat. Al-Shabaab in Somalia have a strong emphasis on their supporters using knives because they're easily available in the Western DIY stores. Knowing how to handle a weapon is more important than the weapon itself. Ie. if you were chased by a dog, where should you stab it? Answer: in the Head. The aim is to kill an enemy or atleast damage him permanently so he cannot kill you or permanently damage you first. This is the type of fighting you need to learn.

**Learning to Target practise:**

You should buy Toy guns (Nerf guns), or Pellet guns or Paintball guns for Target practice. Maybe you can ask a child cousin, or a friend to buy them for you, but do not buy anything like this from Online because if you are suspected, your credit and buying history will be searched and they will ask you why you bought toy guns.

Only buy them from local stores, or from retail stores if they do not ask you for your name. Never go to a Paintball event because they write down the names of every Muslim who goes to these events.

You should practice in your backyard or inside your home cellar, but not in public places because cameras' are everywhere. Many Muslims have been suspected of doing 'military training' in public areas, their lawyers' excuses of 'just playing and joking' did not save them from imprisonment.
Training also consists of learning Strategy:

In Urban warfare, about 3 fighters hide behind walls and work together to get from Point A to Point B.

On open Field, one will sprint (run fast) forward and stop, lie down and put his gun forward in search for threats ahead. The one after him will then get up, run ahead of him further and then lie down in search for the enemy. The one behind him will get up and run ahead and then lie down in search of enemy threat. They will do this continuously until they pass the open land and finally find safety near a building or safe wall.

When standing next to a wall; Fighter 1 will look for forward threats, Fighter 2 will look around from the centre inbetween for threats, Fighter 3 will look from behind and walk backwards in search for Threats. Their back is covered by the wall. They are all working as 1 body which is looking from all sides while pointing their Assault rifle (ie AK-47) guns infront of them to shoot any threat in their way. These guns may have flashlights (for the dark), lasers (for target aim) and grenade launchers attached to them.

Their gun is on semi-automatic burst, meaning it shoots only 3 bullets at once, or only a singular shot at a time. It is important to preserve bullets when you are only a few soldiers in vast unknown territory because you could be ambushed/surprise attacked at anytime.

When you run, your steps should not be wide, this ensures you don't trip over anything and it also allows your friends to keep pace at a similar speed to you.

When you approach point B, you are most likely entering the place to kill or capture an enemy, or to destroy (sabotage) something.

Clearing rooms:

a - Enter the room: a minimum of 3 fighters stand next to a rooms door from both sides (left and right) and one standing next to the door in the centre.

He will then kick the door with his strong foot about 20cm to the left of the door handle to break and separate the door from the lock.

He will then throw a stun grenade inside the room to stun the people (stun grenades release a piercing bright light which blinds whoever sees it) inside the room and shoot or capture the enemy soldiers.
Their gun is like an extended part of their body which they will never put down. They will enter the room together, and will leave together. It is usually the Special Forces who use this technique.

Playing games like Call of Duty gives you knowledge of Techniques used in warfare on different Terrains. Searching for videos on "MOUT" on Youtube also shows examples of Movement On Urban Terrain. Small Urban war techniques can even be practiced within the home.
Chapter 6: Primitive Weapons:

After a person has Trained with practice weapons, he should try to get hold of Primitive weapons because they are easy to get hold of and because in many cases they are not illegal. Primitive weapons are potentially lethal, and are a good source for self defense.

When Mujahideen train in Training camps, they learn; the Theory of a gun (its shooting distance), how to shoot it, and how to handle (disassemble, cleanse and reassemble) it. They start with the most basic weapons such as Pistols, then work their way upwards towards Assault Rifles (ie. AK-47s). They then specialize in heavier weapons like Machine guns. Sniper rifles, RPGs (Rocket Propelled Grenades), or Mortars.

So similarly, if someone wants to use weapons, they need to know and gain experience with the most primitive ones first.

In the early Syrian Jihad (in 2011 ), Primitive and ancient tools of war were used to target the enemy until they could make or capture more advanced tools of war.

The following are a list of Primitive weapons:

- Homemade Bows and arrows,
- Crossbows,
- Advanced slingshots (find the sellers address on ebay)
- Molotov cocktails
- Air rifles (which are easily available in hunting shops),
- Pellet guns with metal pellets,
The first 3 in this list can be made at home. (Use the TOR browser and search for how they're made on Wikihow.com).

Stocking up on these and hiding them underground [Cacheing them] is important. Cacheing involves placing the weapons a few metres of depth underground and writing their location on a Map you keep safe securely (like Treasure maps). This isn't easy in the West because it raises suspicions by neighbors, so people resort to making holes in their home walls, placing the weapons or cash/jewelery in the hole and then plastering over the hole in the wall.
Survival Techniques:

When you are in a warzone, you will not be able to call any place your home. If you are going to be assassinated or raided, the first place your enemy will search for you is your home. Due to this, a Mujahid has to learn how to live independently while on the run. You should always have a backpack ready incase you have to suddenly leave your home, the backpack should contain necessities for life on the run.

Usually when a person is on the run, he can survive much longer if he has loyal friends who will support him. Friends can share chores and plan things together. If you have loyal friends, you should decide a meeting spot if you both ever break contact but need to meet somewhere. This is why going to local Camping trips for experience is important. You want to avoid any controversies there so don’t show you have much desire for practicing archery or anything which might make people suspect you.

In Camping, people will learn a lot of life skills. There is a book you can download called: the SAS Survival Handbook, (52mb) which teaches you how to survive alone anywhere. Within the book, the author explains that every person should have a Survival Kit, which is the size of a Cigarette tin/box. He should put this tin in his pocket or in his car incase he ever is in an emergency, even for something as small as being stranded in the cold countryside rural areas.
The Survival Kit

(p27 of the book): - is a Cigarette tin (taped all around with masking tape to make it waterproof) should contain the following items:

- **Matches** (broken in half to save space) - dipped in paint = waterproof matches.
- **Candle** (or a crayon) – which can be lit for a fire to light up more fires.
- **Flint** (with a saw striker)

- **Magnifying glass** (it can help spark a fire using the Sun’s rays).
- **Needles** (big eyed) and **thick thread** (incase your clothes or Tent are torn)
- **Small Fish hooks and long line** – incase you need to fish for food.

- **Beta light** (a small light which lasts for 15yrs) – it is good for reading maps in the dark.
- **Snare wire** (for trapping small animals like Rabbits)
- **Flexible saw** (kept in grease)

- **Medical kit** (homeopathic medicines are best)
- **Surgical blades** (for cutting cloth)
- **Waterproof Plasters**

- **Water purifying tablets**
- **Condoms** (they can hold 1 litre of water)
- **Compass** (water one with no bubbles or leaks)
- **Cotton wool** (lots should be added because they will help start up a fire).

**Staple foods:** Canned foods, Nuts, Dates, do not expire quickly and contain a lot of nutrients.

A person should also carry a **Survival Pouch**, a **Survival Knife** (good quality), a **Mess Tin** (the size of a cup which you can cook food or tea in) outside, a **LED Torch**, **Maps**, a **Notebook**, a **Pencil** to write down anything important you’ve learnt and might be able to use again in the wild.

A **Survival backpack** is also important to carry everything including food in.

Read the book to find more details if you are interested.
Chapter 7: Modern Weapons:

Getting actual modern weapons requires a lot of money and effort. They are much more expensive, lethal and dangerous to have in your possession. They also require more care to ensure they don’t get rusty. If you are ever caught with a lethal modern weapon, you will be imprisoned with a long term jail sentence. However, if you are ever caught - it is best to make the excuse that you are part of a local gang and not an Islamist terror cell (it may reduce your prison time or allow you to have bail earlier.)

Modern weapons are usually found from the 'dark underworld'. Muslims who have been part of gangs or in prison for petty crimes will know that drug dealers will approach them in busy shopping streets and ask them if they want to buy anything.

Depending on;
  i - the drug dealers experience,
  ii - your experience in gang culture, and
  iii - the confidence in your character - will decide whether you can get in contact with a weapons dealer.

The following pages are from a book called:

*Inside the Global Jihad, My Life in Al-Qaeda - a Spy's story - by Omar Nasiri.*

In this book, he tells how he gets hold of weapons after meeting with a Muslim drug dealer in a busy shopping street. Study the story carefully and see his confidence and the techniques and tests he goes through to get hold of the weapons.
Page 28 – Brussels [country: Belgium] (early 1990s)

I sat down in a café on a busy street and ordered a drink. I staved there for an hour atleast. watching passersby as I had in Morocco. But in Morocco I was always looking for buyers. Here I was looking (or a seller. And soon enough I spotted one. a young Arab standing across the street from me. He was very flashy, wearing a brand new Nike tracksuit and constantly taking calls on his mobile. I watched him for a long time. Sometimes a car would slow down in front of him: then he’d drive off on his giant Kawasaki and the car would follow him. but he would always come back. I had seen this sort of guy before, and I felt in my gut that he was the one who was going to find me my bullets. But I also knew this wasn’t his regular business, and that if I asked him flat out to find them for me he would say no. Obviously, this kid was making a lot of money selling drugs. and he wasn’t going to put his business at risk for nothing. So I was careful. I walked across the street and approached ‘Asalaamu alaykum’. "wa alaykasalam" he replied. What do you want?"

I signaled that he should walk with me. As we moved down the street. We trained our eyes forward."I want to ask you a question: But I don't want you to answer me right now. Just hear me out. but don't say anything." After a pause, I went on. 'I'm looking for bullets. Bullets for Kalashnikovs (AK-47s)." He stopped and turned towards flustered."You want —?" I cut him off and looked him straight in the eyes.'I'm serious,- I said.-I don't want you to answer me now. Just listen to what I say and think about it. Come back another time, and if you don't want to do it then that's OK. But for now just listen to me.' he nodded. 'I'm looking for Kalashnikov bullets: I continued. "I know you don't sell this stuff, but maybe you know someone who does. I need a lot of bullets. I'm not going to use them to rob a bank or anything. They're going to move out of Europe very fast, I promise you." Then I leaned in even closer to him. I spoke in my lowest, most conspiratorial voice. "They are for the Muslim umma (nation), for the Jihad. His eyes flickered for a moment, and I knew I had him. There are guys like this all over the world: they drink, they smoke, they snort coke, they are complete infidels in the eyes of real Muslims. But at the first mention of the words Umma or Jihad: they suddenly reconnect with Islam. I think this is particularly true in Europe. where young men are so far from everything. from the Muslim land. Jihad is nothing to them, nothing real. but it is also everything. "Just think about it; I said. I'll come back tomorrow.”
I went back the next day. The dealer was standing in exactly the same spot. and when he saw me he smiled and waved. I think I know someone who can help you: he said. "He's a friend of mine. I sell him coke. He knows weapons. Can you come back tonight at ten!"

When I returned that night he wasn't there. I waited, and after a few minutes he drove up on his motorcycle. 'My guy as nervous: he said. "I can't promise you anything, but in a few minutes a friend of his is going to pass by here. He's going to check you out and if you're OK he's going to put you in touch with my friend' 

Half an hour later I saw a car coming towards us, a blur Renault. It stopped in front of us and the driver rolled down the window. The dealer went over to the car and spoke to the driver in a low voice. Inside the car was an overweight. middle-aged man with his shirt unbuttoned. I could see the hair on his chest and a gold cross hanging from a chain around his neck. I didn't have much time to look at him, though. because the dealer jumped in the car and they drove off together. A few minutes later the car came back. The dealer got out and the tar drove off. 'Sorry about that: he said. I needed to give him something: Then he paused and looked at me intently. 'Actually. that was the friend I was telling you about. He wants to meet you. "When" I asked. "Where" *Here. Meet us here. Tomorrow night:

When I went back the next night. the dealer was waiting for me. Soon the car drove up as well. This time the driver signaled me to get in. I got in the back seat and the dealer sat up front.

The driver looked back at me and introduced himself. "I'm Laurent." He asked what I wanted and I told him Kalashnikov bullets, lots of them. He nodded.

I studied the man. He looked like a typical French bourgeois. I don't think he was more than forty-five years old. But his face looked older. It was covered with wrinkles and there were strong lines in his forehead. His eyes were moving constantly.

As we drove off I continued to study him. There was something very strange about him, something I had not seen before. His body was completely wound up, tense. In all my life I had never seen a man so precise in has movements. so attentive to every detail He checked his rear mirror continuously, and I could see his eyes darting about.
We drove for about twenty minutes. Laurent spoke to the dealer while I remained silent in the back, Before I got anywhere near the ammunition, I needed to check these guys out. Maybe Laurent was a cop, or an informant. But my gut was telling me they were for real.

We slowed down in an industrial area in a part of Brussels I had never been to. Laurent drove into a parking garage, several stories up to the top. All three of us got out, and the dealer and I stood by while Laurent opened the trunk. They got out, and the dealer and I stood by while Laurent opened the trunk. There was a sleeping bag inside. Laurent pulled it away, uncovering five CZ automatic pistols. I said nothing.

"I was supposed to deliver these to someone," Laurent explained. 'but he never showed up. I have no idea where he is."

I looked over at the dealer, who seemed transfixed by the guns. He leaned down and picked one up, turning it over several times in his hands. I stood back and said nothing.

I knew they were testing me, They both wanted to know if I was serious about jihad or if I was just a petty criminal looking to shoot up a bank And Laurent wanted to know that I was a pro, which is why I didn't pick up the gun like the dealer had. Only a kid would pick up a gun that way and leave his fingerprints everywhere. The whole thing was a performance, a test. The last three days had been nothing but tests. By asking me to come back again and win, the dealer was trying to figure me out. Maybe I was a cop, maybe I was a maniac. They needed to know that I wasn’t fucking around.

Laurent looked down at the guns and then back up at me. "Are you interested?"


He nodded and we all got back in the car and drove out of the garage, back towards the city center. I had passed the test.

**Bullets:**

Laurent drove us back to the city, and we dropped off the dealer. Then he and I drove around for about an hour. At first, it was hard to make conversation, so we talked mostly about the dealer; he was the only thing we had in common.

Laurent went on about him for several minutes, complaining that he was unreliable; sometimes his coke was very good, but not always. None of it was very interesting. We were just trying to get to know each other, establish some trial.
After a little while we started talking about the bullets. I told him what I wanted: Kalashnikov bullets. Probably several thousand. He didn't seem at all surprised by this. He said he thought he could get me the bullets for twelve francs each.

I can't pay that much: I said. "I can pay ten francs fifty, no more."

He scoffed. That's impossible. That's less than the bullet costs to make: I knew he was lying.] knew how much it cost to make bullets. And he hadn't flinched when I told him how many I wanted, so I knew he had a lot of them to sell.

I kept pushing. "Ten fifty. That's it. If you can't do it, I'll find someone else: I was confident. Belgium produces more weapons and ammunition than almost any other country in the world. I knew the bullets were out there and that I'd be able to find them. It had only taken me three days to hook up with Laurent, and I was sure I could do it again.

'Maybe I can get them for a little bit less: Laurent conceded. I have to talk to my friend. Maybe he'll let me go to eleven eighty: Now I knew that he was hungry. that he wanted to close the deal. He needed a new client. I could tell that he was a fairly small fish; no major arms dealer would drive a Renault. And if I was buying this many bullets in our first transaction, he knew I'd be coming back for much more. I wanted to close the deal, too, even if it meant I wouldn't make as much money. If I became the link between Yasin and Laurent, I could eventually work it to my advantage.

Eventually, we landed on eleven twenty-five as the price.I told Laurent that I would have to confirm it with my boss. I was planning no offer the bullets to Yasin for eleven fifty, and I knew he would agree to it. He would save one and one half francs on every bullet he bought, with none of the risk of carrying them across a border. And I would take the extra twenty-five cents for myself. Laurent dropped me off at a bus station that night. Before I got out of the car, he wrote down the number of his mobile phone and told me to call him in two days.

When I came downstairs the next morning, Yasin and Amin were already in the house. They were coming by more and more at my house every day now. I walked into the living room and addressed Yasin. "I found someone: I said I can get the bullets for eleven fifty?

Yasin's eyebrows rose slightly as he looked at me. He turned to Amin and they said a few words to each other under their breath. Then Amin nodded. "All tight: Yasin said slowly, as he faced me again. "We'll give it a try. Tell your guy that we want five thousand. But tell him we need to see a sample before we hand over any money." Of course Amin and Yasin were cautious; they had no idea who I was dealing with. nor did I offer to tell them. Neither had any reason to trust me; I had been in Belgium for less than a month and neither of them knew anything about me.
The next day I called Laurent and told him that we were ready to deal at eleven twenty-five, and that we needed to talk about the quantity. I said we would need to see some samples before we went any further. He named a spot named the Grand-Place and told me to meet him there that night at nine o'clock.

As soon as he showed up I got in the car next to him. 'For eleven twenty-five, we want five thousand.' I told him.

I can have them in two days," he said. Then he handed me an envelope. I opened it up—there were Live bullets inside. I had never touched military-grade ammunition before. Although these bullets were different from anything I'd come across with Edouard. I knew enough to tell these were the real thing.

He asked me where we should meet to make the transaction. I proposed a place a kilometer or so from our house, and we drove there so I could show him the exact spot. It was about a hundred meters from a bus station on a dark street. The area was mainly deserted in the evenings. Laurent checked it out and agreed, and told me to call him in two days. Once he was sure he had the bullets, he would meet me there at midnight. I got out of the car and walked home.

Yasin was waiting for me when I got back to the house. I handed him the envelope and he opened it up.He just glanced at one of the bullets, or so it seemed to me."This is what we want." He spoke with complete certainty.

I was impressed. Almost anyone who picked up a bullet would immediately look at the number on the casing to make sure it was the right kind. Yasin knew without looking. It suddenly dawned on me that Yasin was a pro.

I had learned how to distinguish between the pros and the bit players while I was selling hash in Morocco. There are at least a hundred different kinds of hash, but the real experts knew exactly what they were looking at without even touching it. They knew instinctively what grade it was, whether it was top quality or not. The amateurs, before they said anything, would pick it up and roll it in their hands, rip it open, smell it in their hands.

I learned something in that motion, something that maybe I had sensed before but hadn't really thought much about. I realized that Amin and Yasin were serious players, and that this was a serious business. They weren't like the young guys I knew in Morocco, who would try to prove what big men they were by talking about guns and jihad and pledging to join the fighting in Algeria. Amin and Yasin were the real thing. It was just a flash, and then it was gone.
Two days later I called Laurent and we arranged to meet that night. Yasin had prepared an envelope stuffed with francs. I didn't even look inside and try to count the money; I knew it was the full amount. I told him where the handover would take place, and then I left the house and walked towards the meeting point. I stood there for a few minutes in almost total darkness.

When Laurent arrived I got into his car, and we drove around for a couple of blocks and stopped in a deserted area. I took my cut from the envelope, handed him the rest of the money, and he counted it. Once he was satisfied he told me to look under my seat. There was a duffel bag there, and I pulled it out and opened it.

I had never seen anything like what I saw that night. When I was with Edouard we usually had just a handful of bullets, since we kept using the components over and over again. In front of me now were thousands of bullets, much bigger than any I had ever used with Edouard. There was only a meager light on in the car, but still the copper gleamed. It was thrilling.

I didn't need to count the bullets. I trusted Laurent, not because I thought he was a good guy, but because I knew that he wouldn't try to screw me. He knew that I could bring him valuable business in the future. Laurent dropped me off at the bus stop and then quickly drove away. I began to walk back towards the house. The bag was incredibly heavy. Suddenly, a car pulled up in front of me. It was Yasin in his Volkswagen van. I hadn't expected to see him there, but I wasn't surprised either. I jumped in the van and showed him the bag. He opened it and looked inside. He smiled a long, broad smile. “Masha Allah,” he said. Masha Allah."

When we pulled up in front of the house, Yasin took the bag and immediately dashed inside. I was behind him, and as I walked towards the door I heard a sound. I turned around and saw another car driving up behind me. There were two men in the front seat; I had never seen either one of them before. But when they saw me they slowed down and stared at me for just an instant before driving off again. I realized then that Yasin had had me followed the entire time.

The next morning Amin and Yasin were in the living room when I came down for breakfast. They were both smiling. Yasin stood up to greet me.-Masha Allah, brother.” They had counted the bullets overnight and there were exactly five thousand. I could tell they were impressed.

I smiled back. 'Wheres my cut! I asked. Their faces went dark. I could see they were angry.

'Brother, you're not doing this (or money, said Amin. His voice wax low and slightly threatening. "You're doing this," fi sabil Allah." he said. In the path of God. "This is for the umma. Don't forget that’ I sneered at him. "Well then I’m not doing it anymore."
They were both surprised by my tone, and pulled back slightly. hope you’ll reconsider that Yasin said. I
don't need to reconsider it,” I replied. Anyway, I can't get them for you at this price anymore. The dealer
gave us that price just for the first time. From here on out they will cost eleven eighty."

I was lying. of course, and they knew it. But there was nothing they could do. Even at eleven eighty, the
bullets were still more than a franc cheaper than the ones they were getting from Germany. And I
wasn't losing anything by lying to them; they never quite trusted me as it was. I was nothing like Hakim:
quiet. devout, pliable. Of course. I played along with them as much as I could. I performed the morning
prayer with them and was very careful to make sure I never had alcohol on my breath when I came
home. I didn't go to mosque with them, but I told them it was because it would be dangerous for us to
be seen together and that I attended a different mosque in the city center. But still, they knew I was
different. I didn't talk about jihad, and sometimes when we talked about politics I'd challenge them. I
don't think they knew what to make of me.

Over the next six weeks or so t would bring them three more deliveries from Laurent. At first, they just
wanted more bullets: five thousand each time. Laurent and I always arranged it the same way. I'd call
him on his mobile and tell him I needed to meet; we never discussed the orders over the phone. He
would name a spot and I'd meet hint there and tell him what I needed. A few days later I'd call hint again
and he would tell me when and where to meet him: a bus stop, a park, a forest. Vann would drop me off
somewhere nearby. Once Laurent and I made the exchange. he pick me up and drive me back to the
house.

Each time I met with Laurent he'd tell me about other things he could get for me He seemed to have
everything. He was always offering me a new kind of sniper rifle of pistol, things I had never seen. I
always said no, that all I wanted was the bullets. But I told Yasin about the other things and one day he
pulled me aside. "Ask him if he can get us Uzis’.

A few days later I met with Laurent and asked him. He smiled. "That's easy. How many do you want?' I
don't know: I told him. "How much do they want?’” They cost eleven thousand francs each. When I told
Yasin, he said that was too high, that they needed ten Uzis but couldn't pay that much. I was taken
aback: this wasn't what I had expected to hear. There was certainly no shortage of cash in the house. In
fact, over time there was more and more of it as the weeks went by Some of it was coming into the
house, some of it was going out. Amin and Yasin would often count it in the living room in front of me. I
had never seen so much money in my life.

Yasin was stubborn. though. He wasn't going to pay eleven thousand francs per Uri. "Forget about the
Uzis for now: he said. "Ask hint if he has portable night scopes: The next lime I met Laurent I asked
about the night scopes. He was surprised. What about the Uzis?”
'Forget those: I said. 'They're too expensive. We just want the scopes.' I could see it in Laurent's face: he was disappointed. And then I realized what Yasin's game was. Although he had never even met Laurent. Yasin was reeling him in and out like a fish on a line. "I can get you a good price on the scopes," he reassured me. "And maybe I can take the price down a bit on the Uzis' as well?"

We played the same game at every meeting. I would ask Laurent for something. Yasin would tell me it was too expensive, and I would ask for something else instead. A few weeks later the price came down. I was able to buy all sorts of materials this way: the night scopes, the Kalashnikovs, Dragunovs. I always marked them up a bit when I gave Yasin the price, but either he didn't notice or he didn't care. Laurent's price was always lower than anything Yasin could get across the border in Germany. Later, I would learn why: Laurent had a source in one of the largest Belgian arms manufacturers, someone who could get him anything he wanted. He had sources in other countries as well, but he didn't have to pay nearly as many runners as everyone else. For months Laurent never asked me a thing. I'd bought tens of thousands of bullets from him and scores of guns without any questions at all. But one day, when we were sitting in his car making arrangements. he turned to me
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"What are you doing with all of this stuff?" he asked me calmly. Then he smiled just slightly, and raised his eyebrow. -Are you planning to start your own war?" There was no edge to the question; he spoke like a businessman. And that is what he was. He had no moral objections: I am quite sure of that. He just didn't want to get in trouble.

You don't have to worry," I said. 'We're not using any of this stuff in Belgium, or even in Europe. Everything leaves the country very quickly."

He nodded." I understand. I do a lot of work with the FLNC. you know."

Laurent was eluding to the Corsican National Liberation Front, a group of militants who wanted to throw off French control of the island. For years, they had been staging attacks on symbols of French colonial power—banks, police stations, military garrisons. I could tell Laurent was trying to impress me by mentioning the FLNC, but was also pretty sure that he was telling the truth.

I knew what I was doing, and it didn't bother me. For me this was a business. I was making good money, and the work was exciting. Of course. I knew where all these weapons were going. Most of them went to Algeria. some to other places as well. The operation was very simple. As the weeks went by. there were more and more people passing through the house. Young men, all of them. Men coming and going with cars—dropping an off, picking them up. Sometimes. they would stay with us for a couple of nights and then I would never see them again. As time went on, more and more of the men coming through the house were heading out for Chechnya.
Chapter 8: B0mb Making at Home:

A b0mb is a device which will explode (all the pieces within it will fly in the air). How does it work? There are 4 necessary parts;

I - a Box which will contain all the parts (it will hold everything and can be any size). (i.e. A bottle, or a portable pressure cooker, a car even.)

ii – a Timer Charge (something that is lighted up to spark up an intensely hot flame) (i.e. Matches powder mixed with sugar, or a manually lit Rubber band, or Paint remover [Acetone], or flammable Alcohol.)

iii – the compressed Fuel (which will be lit up by the Timer Charge’s flame & suddenly explode) (i.e. a Gas canister, Fertiliser, Spray cans, Diesel, Car Air bags)

iv – Shrapnel (sharp objects in box which will fly everywhere & cut people when Fuel explodes). (i.e. Nails, metal balls (ball bearings), sharp rocks, spices).

There are 3 main types of B0mbs which Al-Qa'idah Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) taught in their "Inspire magazine."

But We will study 6 types here, and summarize them in easy English so you can make them within minutes easily at home.

1 – Molotov Cocktail (Petrol b0mb)
2 - Nail b0mb
3 – Microwave Airbag b0mb
4 - Gas cannister b0mb (in cars or buildings)
5 - Remote controlled b0mb (activated from anywhere in the world.)
6 – Car b0mb

Note: if you ever practice any of these, practice them with trial and error on a small scale first to make sure you are doing them right.

There are videos on YouTube which show how these are made (Use TOR browser to view them). A simple search on what happens when a Deodorant can thrown in fire shows the effects of what these things when lit up can powerfully do.
**1 - Molotov Cocktail:**

Molotovs: will most probably be used because they are always used by people defending their neighbourhoods, & because they’re so easy to make. Simply: [1:] a glass bottle, [2:] filled (three quarters) with diesel/petrol (or anything that says ‘flammable’ on its label), [3:] add a table spoon of sugar (to make it sticky so the diesel doesn’t spill out when thrown) [4:] a twisted piece of oiled cloth put in the bottle & coming out from the top of the bottle. [5:] a Matches which lights up the top of the cloth before the bottle is thrown. When it lands on someone/thing, it breaks, the sticky diesel sticks onto the targeted object [napalm] & the flame alights it causing severe burns.

*(note: the image on the right shows a big/strong Matches on the right of the bottle) These matches are powerful because they do not lose their flame easily even when thrown.*
2 - Nail Bomb:

He made a nail bomb (a jar with a lid which has a small hole in the top (he put a string in (i.e. a rubber band) which would come slightly out of the jar hole which he would light up with a flame) - the string would be stuck onto some lithium batteries stuck together which would be surrounded by; lots of Matches heads powder (which was scraped off) and the Matches powder mixed with sugar [= an intensely hot flame which melts the batteries]. He also added other flammable items (i.e. products containing alcohol), cotton wool, paper, fireworks powder, wood, thin metal, anything which would give a lot of burning heat to melt the batteries and release their gases as a smoke.

The gases released would be in a closed jar, and when the gases built up - they would put a lot of pressure in the jar, causing it to combust and explode. The glass of the jar and the nails inside would shoot in every direction and harm those close to it. This is why they are so dangerous, and this is why he intended to light it up next to a Mosque and run off.
3 – Microwave Airbag b0mb:

Microwave Oven: When the Tsarnaev brothers did the attack in Boston, they placed a backpack bag in a busy area and walked away. The bag contained;

1 - a mini microwave oven (portable),
2 - car airbags [containing: Sodium Azide] or Aerosol [Propane] spray cans placed in the oven,
3 - nails/sharp rocks/metal balls (= shrapnel) put in the microwave oven, and
4 - a Timer.

1- They put the Timer on to when they wanted the oven switched on. 2 - When the microwave was on, it would heat up the airbags or aerosol cans. 3 – The airbags or aerosol cans would explode due to intensity in heat and pressure, forcing the microwaves door to open forcefully, 4 – the nails/sharp rocks etc in the microwave would come flying out of the microwave in the direction of the target.
4 – Gas Cannister in Car or Building

Explosions can only happen if all these 3 things are present:

1. Compressed Fuel
2. a Spark/Flame which ignites the fuel
3. Air (oxygen)

This was also done by AQ in its early days in cars. They rented a car, brought lots of;
1. Gas canisters (as Fuel) 2 - a small Microwave oven with foil/aluminium paper inside (when heated causes a Spark/Ignition), 3 - nails/sharp rocks/metal balls (shrapnel) etc. 4 - a Timer plug.

They started to release the gas from the gas canister [and they quickly escaped far away] making sure the gas doesn’t leak out of the car by closing the windows/doors of the car fully. They wanted the leaked gas to build up and stay in the car. After some hours of gas leak in the car, the entire car would be filled with gas. (They had also put the Timer Plug in the car cigarette socket to switch on the microwave in a few hours).

The Timer plug would switch on the microwave (whose door was left open intentionally) after the set amount of hours, as soon as it would switch on, the physical clock timer would start the microwave, the foil paper would heat up and spark into a flame – the leaked gas now filling the entire car would ignite (go on fire) and suddenly explode everything (the gas in the air, the gas canisters, even aerosol cans, airbags and fuel or alcohol). All the shrapnel would come flying out of the car and damage whoever was near the car. This would work well if the Timing had been planned to match the time when the targeted person is passing by the car.

This can also be done in the corner of a room in a building. However, the gas has to be released slowly from the Cannister because if it is released fast, the fast release of gas from the canister will make a strong screaming sound. If it was a success and the gas did build up in the entire fully-closed room and then light up and explode, it would make the entire building collapse because its corner foundation would break.
Portable Pressure Cooker bomb:

A portable pressure cooker filled with 1.5kg (3lb) of black powder (gun powder) taken out from Fireworks.

Nails, small sharp rocks, and even metal balls (ball bearings) can be stuck on the inner walls of the pressure cooker, or simply placed inside the cooker.

You might even put some Aerosol Spray cans in the pressure cooker.

When switched on (it is portable so it has its own power source without needing a wire), it will heat up, pressure will be built up inside of it due to the increase in temperature, it will keep heating until finally it will get so hot that it will explode in all directions.

The Nails and sharp rocks will disperse everywhere and cut off body pieces.

To hide and disguise the Pressure cooker, put it in a Backpack or bag and leave it where you want it to explode. It will take a few minutes to heat up, so you can quickly leave before then.
Explosive / highly flammable materials:

- 80 Matches heads powder scraped off [called: Potassium Chlorate] mixed with Sugar. This when lit up or with even a slight friction/spark causes a strong intense flame which will initiate/charge an explosion.

- Paint remover / Nail varnish remover [contains: Acetone (highly flammable and can explode.) Painters require alot of this to remove previous paint remover, which gives the buyer an excuse to buy alot in one go without suspicion.

- Gas cannister, Propane cans, Air deodorants, and Spray cans. If all of these are heated with a flame or in a microwave, they will cause massive explosions. If nails were glued onto these cans before explosion, they will shoot in every direction after explosion.

- Lithium batteries - if they are put in a closed jar, then put on fire - they will release alot of dangerous gases which build up in pressure and will explode the glass and shrapnel* in all directions.

- 1kg Black powder (aka Gun powder) can be extracted from Fireworks [usually illegal fireworks contain more black powder]. If it is placed in a tightly closed container (such as a portable Pressure cooker) with Shrapnel* in the container and heated, it will cause a massive explosion.

*Shrapnel (what is inside a b0mb and causes damage to the enemy when it explodes):

- Metal balls [called: ball bearings] (circular objects are best.)
- Sharp pieces of small stones.
- Nails.
- etc.

Whatever is placed in the b0mb container can cause damage, the Taliban even mix pepper powder and spices in their b0mbs because it causes damage to the eyes of the enemy.
Mobile Phone Detonator  
(Tutorial)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ech6JwfEq_M  

This video is on Youtube, but I’ve taken snapshots of it for you.  

The principle in this is simple: Buy two cheap cell phones, wire one up to explosives (like leaking gas in a fully closed car) and use the other as a detonator by simply ringing the phone wired to the explosives.  

The Mujahideen use this technique all around the world. It keeps you safe because you can be far away when activating the device, and it is so easy to make!  

Links of image online:  
http://s21.postimg.org/lg0vork6f/dttr.png  
https://anonfiles.com/file/2fa7d40cf72f1ee53caa91ded1796b7e  
https://anonfiles.com/file/301aee649f89d3ea92acdef8704c5ab5  

The LED on the circuit board can be replaced with a naked wire (the plastic stripped off the wire using pliers).  

The sugar and matches powder mixture mixed in a drop of olive oil can sit on the naked wire which might set alight due to the electric current sparking up this mixture.  

This small flame could light up the gas filled in the car and cause an explosion.  

Use your imagination.
Primitive Car B0mb:

If you place a lot of gas canisters, deodorant cans, oil, paint remover Acetone and alcohols in a car boot, spilling some of the flammable liquids (like alcohol and acetone on the canisters) – then violently ram the back of the car into something, it will cause the car to explode.

This is because when the car crashes, it will cause the petrol/diesel in the car to light up, putting the back of the car on really intense fire. If the back of this car has a lot of compressed fuels inside it (these are the gas canisters and deodorant cans), they will heat up and explode violently too. This can cause a lot of damage to anyone or anything near the car.

Take advantage of pranks and video cameras

Many people on Youtube do the most riskiest of things and have a video camera recording in the background. If the people get angry, they simply respond: 'Its a prank' and the person forgives them because a video is being recorded.

You can take advantage of this technique to achieve things you wish to achieve. This idea even works against police who will backoff if they know they are being recorded. If they are recorded, they are afraid their video will be uploaded on the internet. So long as you don't look or act like a Muslim, you can get away with anything with just a video camera and the excuse a crime being a 'Prank'! Remember this.
Chapter 9: Transporting Weapons:

After buying weapons, transporting the Weapons and huge sums of cash/jewellery from one location to another in the boot of the car can be dangerous and will give you a long term jail sentence. You could be jailed for smuggling, laundering and dealing in arms.

The best method gangs have used throughout the world is to take your car to a garage, and make hidden compartments within the bodywork of the car. These hidden holes are usually made within the car body's interior, since Security services and border guards simply do not have enough time or equipment to search all cars for hidden compartments.

Gangs place bags of money, drugs, and weapons within these hidden compartments. They then ask the lower ranked 'Transporters' in their gangs to deliver and transport this car from one country or city to another without fear of being detected.

Note: Hidden compartments should be made carefully and with knowledge because if they are made in dangerous places (ie. Below the engine) - it could cause the engine to burn the hidden items.

Sometimes weapon smugglers do not have enough time to make hidden compartments, and so they may put alot of dismantled metal machine pieces into the back of their car/truck. They can then dismantle the weapons so they look like machinery, and place them alongside the machine pieces. If they are stopped - they can simply say they are exporting machine pieces. The guards simply do not have enough time and energy to go into the details and will likely let you pass, especially if you pay them a bribe (this is often the case in Muslim countries, wherein bribing the enemy becomes allowed due to necessity.)

Once you reach your destination, you can then reassemble your weapons once again.
Sometimes the police may be suspicious of you when you’re driving your car and might start following you. As soon as you find out, you should plan accordingly. Will it be easier to say “yes sir” and pray that they walk off without searching the car, or can you take your car in a road where the police will get confused. Can you then park it somewhere private out of sight, and casually run to a place of safety? This is easier to do in the night because they cannot see your parked up car. Once you leave your car, change your look, wear a hat and glasses, take off your jacket. Remember what they did in all those spy movies you might have seen in the past and stay cool, go in the toilets for privacy if they come in the shop - until they are gone. If the coast is clear after a few hours, you can sit back in your car and drive off again. Bring as less attention to yourself as possible by acting normal.
Chapter 10: What happens when you are spied on and get raided:

If the Intelligence Agencies or Police has some suspicion that you are doing some criminal activity, you will be spied on and your house could be raided.

The raid will begin within the later parts of the night (after 4am) or in the early morning (usually before or during the Fajr prayer time). The reason why it is done at this time is to scare you and catch you unprepared because most people are asleep during this time period.

Days before the raid, you may be being watched by the intelligence agencies because they want to know your habits. The best way to know if you are being followed is by doing the 'Circular route' method. All secret agents do this and it becomes a mandatory security habit whereby you will do a full circle route before you go anywhere important.

The Circular route method: You will set off from point A (for example: your home), and travel to different places while looking from the corner of your eye to see if you are seeing any same person following you everywhere you go. If you see someone going every place you go, you will finally reach point A (i.e. your home) again. This is a full circular route because you have gone back to your original point.

Now if you set off again to where you need to go, look from the corner of your eye again. Is that same person still following you? If yes, then they are no doubt a spy. They had no reason to follow your full circular route and set off in your destination again except to spy on where you go and see what you do.

If you see a spy, and you are going somewhere secret, then abandon your plan and go to a restaurant or something. You do not want this person to know your secret location. But remember not to get him out of your sight, so sit in the restaurant somewhere where you can keep a clear eye on him, but also a place where you can confuse him (ie by going to the toilets) and secretly escape from (ie. maybe a fire exit?).

You have seen plenty of spy movies in the past, its now time you implemented some things you've learnt from them. If you don't know of any, then watch the Bourne Films (Bourne Identity, Bourne Supremacy, Bourne Ultimatum) for tips.

Spies cost the state many millions of dollars and they cannot spy on you 24/7 except if you are a highly valued target.

So sometimes your house will simply be raided.

What are they looking for?
The Raid:

The Police are looking for anything which could prove you are guilty of Terrorism.

They will search your house for:

- **Weapons**

- **Cash** (if you have alot, you will be asked where it came from).

- **Files / papers / computers** which may contain Terrorist information. Even anything written in Arabic or your child’s small iPad will be taken and examined.

You will be taken to custody and imprisoned for up to a month while they can look through the collected evidences for proof against you.

**Note:** They will not break your walls to look for things there, unless you have left big clues which make it look like you’ve put something there.

CagePrisoners.com has sections on their website about what questions you have to answer, what you can say "No Comment" to, and what you can answer with a lawyer.
Europe's fear of returning fighters & the Sting Operation:

By 2010, Europe and the West was close to winning the 'war on terror' in the West because it was able to stop most major terror attacks from taking place within their home countries. They had mastered the art of counter-terror by being on the offensive instead of just the defensive. They would do this by doing 'sting-operations' whereby the FBI would send agent provocateurs whose job would be to entice young Muslim men to do a terror attack. These Al Qa'idah inspired young men were angry at what the West was doing to Muslims, so they foolishly followed the FBI agents plan of planting an explosive somewhere. The FBI agent would even help them to buy the device. As soon as he was about to detonate the device, it wouldn't work (it often had a missing part). Confused as to what just happened, the police would be tipped off by the FBI and raid the Muslim who had just been tricked by the agent. He would be imprisoned for 10+ years.

Now why did the FBI do these sting operations? They did them because Abu Mus'ab al-Suri in his 1600 page book called “The Global Jihad” had theorized that Muslim youth would learn fighting skills off anonymous Muslim Mujahideen teachers. These youth would then do attacks of their own. This method makes sense, but the FBI took advantage of it by performing the Sting Operations wherein they gave the weapons to the young men to lock up the Muslim boys throughout the 2005-2014 period. So what is the solution to this? How can more young people learn Jihad skills while they are continuously being caught under Sting Operations?

Solution to Sting-Operations:

The answer is quite simple: if someone recruits you or any of the learning youth and commands them to do an attack – you should leave him and not do it. This way, if he really was a conspirator, his plan didn't work and you did not get busted. The mere fact you have the knowledge of these fighting techniques has fulfilled our mission, and the spy agencies do not have enough money to spy on when you will do the attack. You, and the many youth who have learned the technique may only do it later when Jihad comes to your neighborhood in a few years. So the Sting Operation spy idea has failed because they cannot spy on you every day of the year. It would cost them billions! Something they can't afford in a time of Economic depression.
**DID YOU KNOW: How Intelligence Agencies work**

Intelligence agencies main job is to collect information, analyze it and produce actionable knowledge to prevent their country from a dangerous attack. To do this, they collect knowledge from different places like phone communications/internet social media accounts/mail/spy listening devices etc. Every person who has any type of connection with the outside world (online or offline) can be spied on. However, intelligence agencies try to focus on getting close-up information of people they consider a threat to their country. Every person leaves traces of information of their personal life somewhere (online or offline). In the Online world, everything is saved, except what can be permanently deleted before they find it. In the offline world, your private records (such as medical history, job etc) can be traced to know more about you. The intelligence agencies have all this information available, but they will not study it unless you are caught under the radar.

**Being caught under the radar:** When the intelligence agency gets a tip-off (clue) as to who or what is about to do a dangerous attack, they will look into the Online and offline records of the suspected person. Has he got a record of criminal, or suspicious activities before in his past? If yes, they will try to gather as much information about him (which is already available to them).

Your TOR browser will only protect you behind the screen. No-one can find out where you live on the Tor browser internet unless you accidentally give away your location, real name or real email address away. However, if you are suspected of any major crime in real life, they may check your internet records and be able to see you were using the TOR browser in your history. This is why it’s important to act as normal and safe as possible in the offline world – so they have no reason to search through your Internet browsing history.

**Connecting Networks of friends/contacts:** They will then start to look into who he communicates with and do similar searches on their history and online/offline activities. If they find anything suspicious/activities amongst the group of friends, they will try to see if these people are a priority. Does the intelligence agency have enough funds and workers to spy on this group of suspects? If they are really dangerous and about to commit a crime immediately, the intelligence agencies will tell the police to raid their safe houses immediately. The police will search their property for weapons, money, electronic devices etc. They would arrest the suspects and question them separately about their activities/contacts to find out more which they couldn’t find out through spying alone. If there is enough evidence to prove they were going to commit a crime, they will be found guilty and sentenced to years in jail. Intelligence agencies depend alot on manpower, the more people they have working in their organization, the more spies they can send. The poorer the country, the less money they will have to pay and recruit spies. However, even poorer Muslim countries are being supported by Western intelligence agencies due to the presence of Al Qa'idah and Islamic State members within such lands. With more technology available, it is easier for intelligence agencies to spy using spy devices instead of with real human spies.
Nearly all smartphones can be spied upon because they are connected directly to the internet. Any phone with a sim card and battery can be spied upon because a phone network signal is sent to all phones every few minutes to update the signal. When the signal is sent, spy agencies can find out where you have been travelling, and they can also tap into your phone and hear what is being said, even if your phone is off. The only time they cannot hear is if the battery is taken out, but that is why the iPhone (also known as the spy-phone) never lets you remove your battery. Another device intelligence agencies use is placing hidden mics (and possibly also tracking devices) under cars of suspects. These mics will activate whenever the engine is switched on. Of course not every recording will be analysed by intelligence agencies (they don't have enough time or manpower), but it will be studied if the suspect is arrested on charges of terrorism. As the Western nations get poorer due to the Economic depression, their intelligence collection agencies will continue to exist, but they simply won't have enough manpower (less jobs) to analyse it all. With less attacks in the West being group (networked) attacks and an increasing amount of lone-wolf attacks, it will be more difficult for intelligence agencies to stop an increasing amount of violence and chaos from spreading in the West.
Chapter 11: The Jihad Begins

By now you will have; Anonymity, Money, weapons, Training, knowledge of how to make improvised explosives anywhere, how to transport dangerous things secretly and how to avoid spies. You are now your own one man army! Say Alhamdulillah, and thank Allah He has taught you what you did not know yesterday. **You are now a Special services secret agent, and your job now is to support the Jihad.** You may teach these learned skills to Muslim youth in Training camps while always covering your face (to hide your identity so they cannot report how you looked like if they got caught).

**Or you can start a 1 or 2 man Jihad like the Kouachi brothers did,** or the brother who caused damage in Denmark on February 2015.

**You may rent cars under fake identity papers and install b0ombs** in them and set off the car b0ombs near Synagogues, near governmental or police buildings, near gas pipelines or near those who are harming the Muslims.

**You should take advantage of the cheap technology available today.** Spy cameras can be brought for €10 euros from ebay or electronic stores. With all sorts of spy and mobile technology, you can be creative in your techniques. You may simply buy a lot and store it for others when the time is right.

**Use TOR browser and search on Google Maps (or Google Earth) at the Territory (Land type) of the place you want to attack.** Study the entrances, the exits and the windows of the building to see how you could enter the building, what type of attack would be most suitable with the weapons you have, and what is the best escape route without being cornered. If you can find a map of the inside of the building before any attack, that is part of your Intelligence collection. The more you know about a building, the more effective your plan will be. Would a weapons attack be better, or would a timed b0mb be better to attack? Would you be able to install a webcam in a car window and detonate the b0mb in the car with your cell phone? Maybe you could add a cell phone detonated b0mb, leave the country and detonate/explode it once you've found safety abroad? The plans are endless. You have to plan and see which one would cause the most terror for the enemy, while being easy and safe for you at the same time.

**In Modern Jihad, symbolic places are hit at symbolic dates** (i.e. Sep 11th) to get more media attention and to show Muslims still have power. The disbelievers simply have too much Muslims in their midst, and they are scared. They don’t know which direction they should look.

Remember in Modern Jihad, you can claim responsibility for an attack by contacting News agencies (through; email, phone, social media etc). They will happily report it to spread the news first for popularity of their newspaper and you will claim responsibility to show you can attack deep in enemy territory and put fear into their hearts.
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War in Protests:

The beginning of this book teaches you how to be a Secret Agent who does things independently, you are someone who does not depend on any group of people. Your only connection to the Islamic State is ideological. You earn money, collect weapons, and use anonymity to support any Jihad which may arise in the future, or to do your own 1 or 2 man Jihad. But if you are confident, you can teach other people the skills you have, but anonymously. Your no.1 goal will be in continuously learning and spreading knowledge only. That is what will bind you together. Students will learn more and gain more experience and buildup their skill set, share it and their students will build up on their teachers’ knowledge. Students who come later will have more knowledge and experience than earlier founders of the movement.

When Muslims and Mosques will be attacked by neo-Nazis' in protests, Muslims will do counter-protests alongside with anti-fascist groups. This is when your role as a secret Agent will be activated. You will be able to use the money, and weapons you have collected over the years and transport them securely to the Muslim neighborhood who is in need of your help. You might even meet other secret agent Muslims like yourself there.

Muslims will do counter-protests alongside with anti-fascist groups. As violence erupts between neo-Nazis’ and Muslims; Muslims and their allies will wear masks and bandannas, and attack with the skill set and arms they have collected. The huge crowds in the protests and instability will make it difficult for police to know who is doing the attacks, and the Muslim attackers can blend in the crowd for safety. They can even pass on weapons to their allies. This is how the future Jihad in Europe will begin.

Both sides will do revenge attacks. This is when your expertise on bombs is important, because you can set off bombs in their HeadQuarters, and they will in Muslim ones. This will alienate many Muslims, so they too will ally with you because they seek protection and revenge. You can now train them in private, share weapons you had stored in safehouses. Your money can be used to win over more skilled young Muslims onto your side. Protect your neighborhood, and you will get more funds from fellow Muslims who are happy you are offering them protection.

Men, weapons and trucks will be what you will use to take over more strategic streets and locations in your neighborhoods. The police will side with the neo-Nazis’, so you will destroy the police station and capture its weapons. If these violent protests and battles happen at a national level – there will be too less police to control the populations in every town and a war will happen between Muslims and their neo-Nazis enemies. People inbetween will be caught in crossfire and will have to pick sides. It might be that more Muslim Sleeper cells activate during this time period, you will work with them and make alliances with other non Muslims who are friendly towards you to fight common enemy gangs.

The skills in this book will give you a headstart than people who are asleep & haven’t picked sides yet.
THE KOUACHI EVENT:

In early January 2015, two men came in a car and approached Charlie Hebdo’s cartoon office. They had kalashnikovs (AK’s) and a RPG (Rocket Propelled Grenade). They approached the door of the cartoon office and told a woman who worked there to type the code in and open the door for them. She did so, and hid.

They went to the 2nd floor of the building and found that all the cartoonists (who drew insulting pictures of Prophet Muhammad (saws)) were sitting together having a meeting. One of the brothers held a photo of the Targets which Al Qa’idah had put on the kill list. The men then shouted the names of the cartoonists one by one, and then shot them with single shots to the head. 10 of them were killed. The two armed men then escaped the building, but before leaving they told a woman working there to tell the media; “We are from Al Qa’idah Arabian Peninsula.”

After the attack, they went through the building and did not kill anyone who had not insulted the Prophet (saws). Some people in the office who had hid heard the brothers talk calmly amongst each other and say ‘we do not kill women’ and in another report ‘we do not kill civilians.’

Memlik Pasha @MemlikPasha They demonstrate good fire discipline, single or double-tap targets, conserve ammo, use hand signals, move calmly, methodically.

@MemlikPasha Gunmen in #CharlieHebdo attack appear to be wearing tactical and bulletproof vests, wielding AK-103 assault rifles
The brothers left towards their car which was a block or two away and shot a policeman on the way (out of fear he may call for backup), they went in a black car and removed their balaclavas and black clothes, while wearing normal clothes underneath, they then escaped. Some police cars came to stop them, but they shot them with their rifles (AK's) with total accuracy. They then sped ahead, abandoned their car, and hijacked another one so police could not track them. They then used this car to escape.

As they escaped, they left Paris and went North of France. For an entire day, the French secret services could not find them due to lack of any intelligence. The services could only depend on HUMINT (Human Intelligence), but there was none...

Suddenly, the secret services found an answer. The black car the brothers had abandoned had a dropped ID card of one of the brothers. They were then able to show this picture on all news media outlets so people could phone the police if the brothers were seen anywhere by the public.

8th Jan 2015: On the road of the brothers’ escape, they stopped at a petrol station to refuel their car. By now they were aware that they had lost their Identity card, so the police knew how they looked like. They had Smartphones to see an update of the news which now showed their pictures all around the world. If the police knew who they looked like, it may find out which car they have through facial recognition cameras on roads, and the cameras of that petrol station.

So they decided to change their car once again for security purposes. So they hijacked another car and escaped in that onto the motorway (highway).

However, this car stealing would be reported to the police. The police knew these brothers had escaped in a stolen car already. So the police decided to follow the report where the new car had been hijacked, and they would block and seal off the motorway on the other end. The brothers became aware of this and drove into a quiet town, and entered into a printing store/factory for hiding.

The police had already narrowed their search and found the location of the stolen car (most probably through motorway number-plate recognition cameras.) The police began to surround the building in cars, helicopters and some photos even suggest tanks! Special forces would begin to surround and slowly enter the building from all sides.

The brothers approached a 26year old owner of the printing store, held him hostage and hid in a room. The police first thought the hostage was a woman, so they thought they could take advantage of the fact that the men ‘do not kill women’. However, they were saddened when they realised the hostage was a male. If the police raided them, they may shoot him. They remained there all Friday (9/1/15) daytime, and the Special Forces waited to attack in the night.
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The phone signals in the locality of the building were cut off so the boys could not communicate with any other person they knew. Finally, a negotiator from the French phoned them and asked them what their demands were, they replied they would die as martyrs.

**Jewish Grocery Hostage:** However, in central Paris, an African French Muslim man (Ahmed Coulibaly) had entered a Jewish grocery store and killed 4 Jews. He held the people in the store hostage and said he was associated with the Islamic State, and that the Jewish hostages with him would be killed if the Kouachi brothers were not allowed to escape from the building surrounded in North of France.

As the last hour of Friday (gmt+1) was coming to an end, the Special Forces were getting ready to start their psychological campaign in the darkness of the night by -most likely as they have done in the past- putting on loud music to disorientate them (since they would be tired after 3 days of being on the run), then to use stun grenades and then to capture them and the kidnapped 26 year old.

But suddenly to the Western Special Forces’ surprise, the brothers jumped out from their hiding places and began to shoot at the Special Forces. A huge barricade of fire was shot back and even explosions took place! Two mujahideen vs thousands of French security forces gained the martyrdom which they were seeking.

@Umm_Ayyubi: 88,000 police officers/soldiers against 2 brothers :)

Meanwhile in the Jewish grocery store, Ahmed (also called: Amedy) Coulibaly received a call from the negotiator. He had replied that he would only free the Jewish hostages if the Kouachi brothers were allowed to escape. The negotiation discussion had now ended, but for some reason Ahmad had forgot to shut his phone off. Then, to the negotiators' surprise, Ahmed Coulibaly started to pray his *Maghrib salaah* (Sunset prayer). Suddenly, there were explosions outside the building by the Special forces which led to the release of the hostages. The last action of this Islamic State martyr was his prayer, less than 20 minutes after the martyrdom of the Kouachi brothers. His wife, Hayat Boumeddienne had escaped a few days before into the Islamic State for refuge via Turkey (and she is still safe there right now).
Fanwork: The Picture on the top right shows the Arab Kouachi brothers and Ahmed Coulibaly (African Muslim). The picture below it is the artists who drew offensive pictures & were killed by them.

WEB OF TERROR

A diagram Connecting the Network of Kouachi brothers with Ahmed (Amedy) Coulibaly & Islamic armed groups.
The Kouachi brothers - how they got their weapons:

Belgian arms dealer confesses to supplying Paris attackers The terrorists who killed 17 people in three days last week purchased their Kalashnikovs and rocket launchers in Brussels for less than 5,000 euros.

The terrorists who perpetrated the attacks in Paris last week got their weapons from an arms dealer in Brussels (capital city of Belgium). The dealer, a known figure in Brussels’ underworld, turned himself in to local police on Tuesday, according to Belgian media. Federal police, who searched the suspect’s apartment, found papers linking him to a transaction with Amedy Coulibaly, the jihadist who murdered four Jewish men and held others hostage at the Hyper Cacher kosher supermarket in east Paris on Friday.

According to the local press, the man sold Coulibaly the Skorpion submachine guns he used in the attack, as well as the rocket propelled grenade launcher and the Kalashnikov automatic assault rifles that Said and Cherif Kouachi used to perpetrate the massacre at the offices of Charlie Hebdo. The weapons were purchased near the Midi railway station in downtown Brussels for less than 5,000 euros, according to the reports. French media reports Wednesday morning said that the funding for the arms purchase was simply a standard loan of 6,000 euros ($7,050) that Coulibaly took out on December 4 from the French financial-services firm Cofidis. He used his real name but falsely stated his monthly income on the loan declaration, a statement the company didn’t bother to check, the reports say. The suspect, a known arms smuggler and dealer in the underworld, from the town of Charleroi, turned himself in on Tuesday to the Charleroi police and asked to confess to supplying the weapons. He told police that a few months ago Coulibaly had initiated contact with him, seeking to buy a car. The man said that once he realized that Coulibaly was a jihadist terrorist, he feared that the detectives would reach him because of the link between them. In a search of his apartment, police found not only the papers regarding the car sale, but also proof of Coulibaly’s other purchases — arms and ammunition. According to a police source quoted in the Belgian newspaper La Libre, the documents seized in the dealer’s apartment also contain evidence of the transaction involving the 7.62-millimeter Tokarev rifle that Coulibaly carried when he burst into the Hyper Cacher supermarket and opened fire, killing four.

Source: www.haaretz.com/news/world/1.637034
Their Arsenal:

Kalashnikov assault rifles. Plenty of ammunition. Molotov cocktails, a grenade, a death-dealing Skorpion machine pistol and a few handguns. Plus a revolving light that could be placed on a car roof to make it look like an undercover police car.

The list of weapons — along with a jihadi flag — carried by the French Muslim terrorists who launched the Charlie Hebdo attacks is frightening, especially given al-Qaida's warning of further such assaults. And it also represents a striking change for western Europe, where gun crime is far more rare than in the United States.

The relatively heavy weaponry — a staple of recent attacks — seems to indicate that terrorist networks are moving away from bombs in favor of military-grade assault rifles and machine guns backed by smaller automatic pistols.

Gun attacks spread a different kind of terror than bombings: more personal, more focused, and able to be drawn out into the kind of protracted urban drama that seize a society's attention for days. Even in Europe, guns can be easier to acquire, transport and conceal than explosives. The mini-arsenal police found after the final shootout with brothers Cherif and Said Kouachi even included an advanced rocket launcher — with a loaded rocket ready for firing.

The movement toward use of heavy weaponry instead of bombs was evident with the 2012 attack that killed three Jewish schoolchildren, a rabbi, and three paratroopers in Toulouse, France — as well as the 2014 killing of four people at the Jewish Museum in Brussels by an extremist with a Kalashnikov.

"The violence is becoming more focused at specific groups, Jewish targets, military targets, police targets, and they are using complex multiple armed assaults that are just as effective and much easier to do than explosive devices," said Magnus Ranstorp, a terrorism specialist with the Swedish National Defense College.

He said the trend started when terrorist strategists saw the relative success of the 2008 raid in Mumbai. A small group of well-armed, well-trained commandos was able to paralyze a major city for several days, leaving more than 160 dead. Counter-terrorism officials warned at the time that the successful tactics would catch the eye of other plotters looking for a more reliable alternative to homemade explosive devices.

Western intelligence agencies fear terrorists may now be plotting still more attacks using relatively simple, low-tech tools.

Denmark's Security and Intelligence Service had acknowledged in its latest terror assessment that plotters can find "easily accessible weapons" including knives, small arms and small bombs, inside Denmark for use in attacks.
The use of bombs has become more problematic in recent years as European law enforcement officials have greatly increased tracking of precursor chemicals that can be used to make explosives. Bombs carry a high risk of detection when the components are being assembled, and they are inherently unstable and often malfunction, with deadly results for the hapless bomb makers.

In contrast, it is relatively easy for terrorists with underworld connections to obtain heavy weapons on the black market, particularly in the Balkan countries of Bosnia, Serbia and Croatia. Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, hundreds of thousands of heavy weapons became available at black market arms bazaars in Hungary and other former Soviet bloc countries. Those weapons helped fuel the Balkan wars, and are still available today for buyers with good connections and ample cash. More than 500,000 weapons were also stolen from Albanian arms depots in 1997, adding to the black market flow.

European Commission documents indicate that nearly 500,000 other weapons lost or stolen within the European Union remain unaccounted for, and cite an increase in the number of civilian and military weapons stolen in France.

A 2013 report states that "large amounts of powerful military grade weapons" have reached the European Union since the collapse of the Soviet bloc and the fighting in the Balkans. The weapons are often smuggled in cars or buses in small quantities to avoid detection. It also says upheavals in the Middle East and North Africa may make more stolen or surplus military weapons available to Europe's criminal gangs.

Still, it takes planning and care to transport weapons from the Balkans or eastern Europe into western Europe and particularly into Britain, which as an island can more easily monitor points of entry.

Britain, which has warned police officers they are likely targets of terror plotters, recently broke up a scheme to get weaponry to terrorists plotters. Italy, with its strong Mafia tradition, is seen as a likely conduit for heavy weapons heading toward France and other points in western Europe even though assault weapons use there is very rare.

Ranieri de Maria, a legal expert for the National Association of Arms and Munitions producers in Italy, said he believes Italy is used by weapons traffickers as "a transit country between the Balkans and Europe." Even so, he noted, "it has been a number of years since there has been any attack with an assault weapon."

Morten Storm, a Dane who claims to have infiltrated al-Qaida in Yemen on behalf of western intelligence agencies, said he believes the Charlie Hebdo plotters had been laying low inside France while "waiting for the arms and weapons for the attack."
It was evident from video of the initial assault that the attackers were well trained in weapons use. They did not make emotional "rookie" mistakes like spraying the premises with automatic weapons fire but instead carried out the killings quickly and efficiently.

The concern, for Europeans, is that a pattern might emerge: hundreds of jihadis have returned to their home countries on the continent after receiving weapons training in Syria and other conflict zones.

What is guerilla warfare?

Guerilla warfare, also known as asymmetric warfare is when a smaller group of fighters aim to topple a greater and better armed power using 'hit and run' tactics of sabotage and harassmen, to weaken the enemies area of control and dominance.

Revolutionaries are known to use guerilla warfare to gain independence from an oppressive regime.

The best time and conditions for guerilla warfare is when;

1 - a big population of a nation is against their (often oppressive) government.
2 - the people are wanting major change, but they just need a spark to start a big fire of rebellion.
3 - When people don't have life's necessities (i.e. food, jobs etc.) - and they are willing to do anything to get that (even if it's war for change).

Weapons & Caches:

Men have, create or smuggle weapons and explosives from other countries through 'Arms handlers' (usually smugglers.) They collect alot of reserves and hide them [cache them] under the ground (down to even 90 feet) in different areas where people wouldn't expect to find weapons (i.e. under a piece of farmland). They stock up and preserve them in barrels until they have enough (a few tonnes) to last them for the guerrilla war (which often lasts for years.) They will get more supplies in the future as they capture enemy army trucks etc.

Naturally fortified Base:

They then make a secret base where all their members plans and regrouping starts from. Usually it is a hidden and well guarded and naturally fortified place. In the book 'Black Flags from the East' (Khurasan/Afghanistan) - we saw how Osama, the early AQ members and the Taliban chose the Tora Bora mountains of Afghanistan as their naturally fortified defense against Russia and also US led forces. This is where they stored their weapons, and this is where they were protected against extremely violent bombardment.
**Propaganda which the people feel:**

They then use the grievances of the people to try to get public support. For example: AQ's main propaganda is that the Western (and even far Eastern) powers are taking Muslim resources and wealth unlawfully, without any benefit coming to the masses of poor Muslims. This message is simple and it resonates with the masses of Muslims who see their countries occupied all the time without any material benefit coming to them.

Propaganda is the most important aspect of guerilla warfare because public support means the public will support your cause, give you money and men, and even hide you in moments of danger. 'You are the people', that's what guerilla warfare is. If the people turn against you, then you have lost the war. (see Iraq chapter on how guerilla warfare can fail.)

**The Guerilla War begins:**

The aim of guerilla wars is for a smaller army to defeat a greater army through small sabotage of key area attacks, traps and by surprise [known as: Assymetric warfare.] They do this by doing acts of Sabotage, attacking important points of a governments strong points (places and the people). This often includes:

- **Government buildings.** (internationally: it is Embassies of the enemy country). They are attacked to target main figures, and to weaken government control.

- **Army outposts, Police stations, Military airports etc.** (since they will be the main enemy of the guerillas during the war).

- **Highroads, Bridges, & Communication Towers** (anything which makes it difficult for the army and police to unite together as 1, and to make it difficult for them to communicate and resupply each other.)

Small attacks against all these areas and then retreating to the safe hideouts will cause damage to the enemy government, the enemy will in turn become more violent and the people will face harshness from the enemy government for hiding the guerillas. This will gain the guerillas more public support because it proves the guerillas are fighting for a good cause and the regime is the tyrant.
Where guerillas attack from?

Guerillas' will usually choose a good city to target. (the Islamic State chose al-Raqqa in Syria as the target city in Syria because it has alot of crude Oil to sell).

The guerillas will start from the countryside (rural) areas because these are less controlled by governments. The rural people are also more independent, often poorer, and more distant from the government, so more likely to support the guerillas'. Guerillas' will therefore start by getting the locals on their side, telling them they should have control over their own resources.

The guerillas will then damage highways so the city is isolated, then siege and attack the Government strong points. They will break Communication signal Towers to prevent the government, police, and army from communicating, they will then attack the army and police bases individually, and retreat to their rural base whenever facing tough resistance. Some of the police and army may even defect and join the side of the rebels if they prefer the new cause. These gradual 'hit and run' [attrition] tactics will gradually win the city over to the new guerilla groups. They will then have control over the city and should secure it through armed men on key infrastructure (the previous strong government points) and good governance so it cannot be attacked and retaken by the enemy government. If the people like the cause and are now getting their rights, they will protect the city against the enemy by any means for their own independence. Checkpoints will be placed on the outskirts of rebel control areas by the new power to stop any unwanted people from crossing into their territory, unless they are thoroughly searched first.

If they secure the city and have enough support, they can move to the next city and use similar tactics to take over that too. Now they will have enough money and weapons from their previous battles to fund their new operations. This technique will continue until the war reaches the capital city (which is often the most protected and strategically hard to reach), reaching to the heart of the capital - the King or Presidential palace. If this falls to the guerillas', then the nation is theirs.

A good united governance will be required to unite the people, otherwise they will fight each other for power and the nation will be disunited once more.
Chapter 12: Escaping for Safety:

Now that the Islamic State has been established in the Muslim world, believers can celebrate because we are living in a unique time in history. Muslims can now do an act of terrorism and escape the country secretly and find places of refuge in the world. This was impossible just a few years ago, but Allah has been kind to the believers.

So if the Muslim finds it hard to flee to the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria through Turkey, he can escape to the Islamic State in Libya, or Khorasan (Waziristan in Pakistan), or in Nigeria (under Boko Haram territory.) Yes, it is difficult to reach them lands, but it is also difficult for the enemy to be confident enough to search for you there. If a Muslim is in them lands and is caught by non Muslims, he can say he is a freelance journalist, but if he is caught by Muslims – he can prove to them he is a Muslim searching to join the Mujahideen.

Escaping to the Islamic State: When a Muslim secret agent leaves his country, he tries to cause the least amount of troubles for himself. For example: he will travel on his original passport and not a fake one to avoid more problems incase his fake passport is found to be forged. Ofcourse he will have kept his real identity clean by using his Anonymity, an Alias and Anonymous methods in real life, that is what kept him safe throughout the entire experience before. He will also leave through a smaller and quieter airport which has less security checks and less security officials.

If someone’s passport has been confiscated by the authorities, then the person might try to escape the country secretly through other means. He may leave the country by bus to another neighboring country and then find a way to escape/smuggle himself to a safer land. Abu Rumaysah who was part of Shariah4UK did this in late 2013 - he escaped from the UK to France by bus (even though his passport was confiscated, there were fewer checks in buses). From France, he found Muslim contacts who smuggled him to Sanliurfa (in Turkey) and from there into Syria’s border (called: Tal Abyad (Akcakale)). From there he was smuggled into Syria's city of al-Raqqah (the capital of the Islamic State).

Note: to find Twitter accounts of Mujahideen you can contact, go on: Twitter.com/search and type: suspended share (meaning: their account has been suspended, please share the new one) – then look for the Islamic State members accounts.
3 Girls from the UK [Shamima Beghum, Kadiza Sultana, ] also escaped from the UK on 22nd February 2015 to Turkey to join the Islamic State. They had befriended Muslim girls already living in the Islamic State on Twitter. They did not tell their families they were going to leave and secretly went through the airport and removed their Hijab but wore their coats hoodies (hat) to remove suspicion off themselves. Once these 3 girls reached Turkey, they would contact a phone number the Islamic State Twitter girls had got from the Islamic State leadership. The Islamic State members in Turkey would take them to a safehouse for Muslim women emigrants (who want to enter the Islamic State) and give them protection until it was safe enough for them to run across the Tal Abyad border.

While the girls were in Turkey, the British Police put their photos out to the world media everywhere. Everyone knew how these girls now looked like. The Turkish media had also put their pictures out everywhere, everyone knew how they looked like now with Hijab (scarf) and also without Hijab. What could they do? The Answer: **Disguise.**

**Disguise:**

Secret Agents have to be masters of disguise. If they are a girl, they may do makeup in a style which makes them look totally different (i.e. to make their face look fatter or thinner). They may wear a different colored hair wig due to the necessity of the situation. They might put a prominent beauty spot or fake freckles on their face with a pen which makes them look totally different to who they really are. They will change their clothes style. They might wear non prescription glasses or sunglasses. Males might wear a fake moustache or fake beard (if they have a beard they might shorten it or remove it fully). Wearing contact lenses of a different color will also work.

The aim is to look and sound totally different so no-one can even think you are that person. If someone says you look like the wanted person, simply say that alot of people look similar in this world.

All this can be done in necessity until you can find refuge and safety and the media attention goes away from you. Once the person is safe in the Islamic State, they might ring the Cell phone detonator and the car might explode. But they can’t catch you now.

Once you are in the Islamic State, you can help other people come into it. Your job will never end until you gain martyrdom (*shahadah*). We ask Allah for that soon, with ease. Allahumma Ameen. :)}
Last Words of Advice:

Supporting the Islamic cause is a mentality and ideology more than anything else. You are always looking at everything through your Mujahid eyes, always thinking how any situation could benefit the Jihad. Any opportunity can be a Mujahid moment. Any opportunity to get; money, anonymity, weapons, friendships, leadership positions amongst Muslims, and even beneficial knowledge is your Jihad and will help you in the future. You will get rewarded from Allah—in this life and the next— for every Jihad effort you take.

When the Jihad reaches your neighborhood, rise up and race towards shahadah (martyrdom). That has been your goal from the beginning, that is why you are reading this book. Do not let the fitnah (temptation) of money and weapons override your intention of istish-haad (seeking martyrdom).

Use what you are good at and make most out of it to support the Islamic struggle. Work with similar minded people to you anonymously online. Some people will be hackers, others will be news sharers on social media by promoting their accounts. Specialise in what you are good at and teach it to others anonymously (in real life by covering your face, or with TOR online.)

If you share this book with others, rename it to something else safe (i.e. How to make cake, or something others will download like - An Islamic Book on Manners) and then zip the file. Then reupload it using TOR. This will ensure it can never be deleted and can continue to be shared amongst Muslims. Always be one step ahead of the enemy through secrecy. And if anyone wants to translate it to another language, please do so.

May Allah give us shahadah, soon, with ease, ameen.
Because you supported the believers in Europe, Allah will aid you from all sides with help from Mujahideen in the Muslim world - who will fire missiles into Europe to kill your enemies:

The Islamic State already has Grad missiles (pictured above)

Image: The Global Islamic Caliphate will surround and capture Europe (EU) from ALL sides, the West (Spain), the Centre (Italy, Rome) and the East (Turkey, Constantinople/Istanbul).
RESOURCES:

TOR Browser

Twitter.com/search

Startpage.com (anonymous searches on Google)

Temp-Mail.org (to use temporary email addresses for fake registrations i.e. on Twitter)

Dispostable.com

Emkei.cz (send fake emails from any fake email address of your choice [free/no registration])

Tumblr.com (make your own blog – they do not ban Jihadi blogs yet)

Archive.org (upload files with direct link downloads)

2shared.com

Scribd.com (share ebooks)

Apps for secure chats:

SureSpot

TextSecure

Wikihow.com – how to do anything (Use Tor browser to search on this site)

Youtube.com – search for ‘how to...’ tutorials on anything you’re interested in (but use TOR)

Paste Websites (for sharing your Articles online easily)

JustPaste.it

Dump.to

Mdwn.me